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. ABSTRACT
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This paper is directed at thdse who,p6vide services to 'young children

and to those who defne.the policies that-regulate these services.
. It concerns

a new view of early e4erience that:is emerging in the fiterature, the implications

of this new view 6nTublic poticy for early ehildhood.services and the possible

conseguence'of Misinterpreting this.new view of eaisly experience...
A
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The paper first reviews the present justifications for providingiiarly

t.
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child care services to families, second the orlgins of these justifications and

the limits they.impccse for providing quality early child care 4nd third, the
,

clipper offers a mbre appropriatekjoUndation, to ensure the maintainence of gulity

00 early child care programs for families.
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4 Child C'are Services.* Publit Policy

A New.Perspective

Da4, Goldhaber, Ph. D

Eaely Childhood and Human Development Program

.university of Vermont

Burlington, Vermont 0540

This paper is directed at those who peOvide services to young children

and to those who. define the policies that regulate' these services. It concerns

a new view of early experience thk, is'emerging in the literature, the implications

of thit new View on public policy for iarly childhood sitvices and the possible

consequence of misinterpreting this newi view of early experience.

The paperfirst reviews the present justifications for providing early

child care services to families, second the origins-of these justificationi add

the limits they 'impose for providing qulity early child care and thirdi the

paper offers a' m'oreppropriate foundation to ensUre the maintainence of quality

early child care programs for families.

THE PRESENT BASES FOR EARLY CHILD CARE S6IVICES

For the past two decades, we have justified the provision of child.care
('

services to families on two premises. First that the early years are diSpreportionately.
.

more important in defining the life course than subseggent life experiences and

.seconethat the provtsiOn of.child care services will provide adu1t1 the opportunity

to pursue their fufi'growth through coiitiued4education and employment. It is

becoming increasingly evident that neither-of these preMises is btyot4 question.

fact both are.undergoing such questioning that4unless,a more valid foundation for

keviding child care services to faMiliet is found, the provision of these services
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23,24*will be in jeopardy. This first premise ha's beJ6 defined elsewhere as.the

strong early experience view. As explained by Evahs, the strong early experience I
. ,

,

.

view argues that 1) children are"malleable and through ther-growth and development`, /
lecan be extensively modified, 2) early experience will cumulatively influence sub-

sequent psychological functioning, 3) children whose early experience are poor are
likely to develop in ways tl7tare counter-productive to society; and perhaps most
important 4) early intervention i better than later intervention. The early

18,36,39,45,68childhood compensatory education programs begum in the early 1960's
6,

.

11 .as well as the current efforts to upgrade Federal Day Care Standards. are refllections
of this strong early experience viewpoint.

/

Advocates of child services as a necessary prerequisite of services to adults
N

argue that such services will increase the employability of workers,.reduce the

cost of public assistance,
provide opportunities for full growth and development

and more generally allow ag adults an equal opportunity to participate in our

,

society. Streuer
63

lists three examples. One is intome maintenance. "According
,

4 to this theory the mother must be freed from anything that jeopardizes her attaining
and retaining self-sufficiency. Sitice this includes dependent children, child care

must be provided." (p. 59-60). A second example is providing support services to

(I:
prisently*self-sufficienefamilies. Streuer says that this approach:

acknowledges that millions of mothers'are working fulitime

and that given the costs and availability of good child

care programs, they also need help. In essence, this is the

middle income,equivalent of child care for income maintenance

purposes, especially needed by single parent's And.hy familles

'with two working parents6,3 (p. 60).

The third'ekample has envolved out of the women's movement. From this

perspective, universally available child care, tivorced,from economic or

social Onsiderattons, are necessrY if women.are to have ,equal opportunitY
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. to participate in_America'stconoqiit, political and c4tural,life.
.,,

flISTORICAL ROOTS OF EARLY CHILD CARE SERVICES ).

101 .

r

The strong early experience.view is actually a fafrly contemporary'
15

perspective,
41

Just as Watson's67 behaviorism of the ,1920's was a reaction to
. 19 .

the Fivudian theory, that preceeded it, research during the late 1940's and
69,27 ` 201950's "was a reaction io the maturation theori#1 of Gesell,

'.

Goodeneugh25 and others. Changing views on iiteftelative importance oi heredity
7

62,69
,

and environment, so ealled crittcal experime.n* ?on:the value of practice in

co-twin stydies11 and research and deMonstration pr jeets orwthe Value Ofearly

stimulation
27,60

are typical examples of the early.work within this'strong early

experience perspective: The contemporary era of this view dates from Benjamin

Bloom's 1964 publication of Stability and Change HOma6 Characteristics.and

J. McV Hunti 1961 publication of Intelligerience.
Bloom's

3
analysis of the major loegitudinal studies led to a number of

.tonclusions concerning the course of human development./ Among tt4se were that
. ,

"variation in the environment have their greates* quantitative effect on a-
,

c 1
.

,

characteristic at its most rapid period of chahge and ieast effect on.a
,

characteristic during the least rapid periodoofIchange (p.vii) and:that "in
,

termi '6f:intelligence measured at age 17 about 0%,irt'i4e deVelopment takes place

betweeh Conteption nd. age 4, About 30% between 4ies lour and eight, and about

!20% between ages 8 nd 17" ip: 88). Bloom's conclusion aboyt intellectual develop-
,

- ment at age four is of cOurse both ridely known and held by\many teachers and parents'
,

of youtig children.

k

InIntell1cience and Expertence Hunt
28

convincingly lays to rest the o tM

views of intelligence as fixed and,.PredeteMined.: In its place,ile provide

learning theory oriented interpretAtion of Piaget that supports a development

epigenetic View 'the concept of the match." The loncept of the match implies that.
4 .

Successful development occurs through the successive, cumulative expo** Of chitdren:
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ilb increasingly complex and symbblic materials and experiences.
,

these early works have phvided much of the theoretical and empirical

justification ifor the legislation of federal monies over the,past 15 years ,

toward programs for young children and their families..

The origini of the child welfare movement, al hOugredating the'strong
64

eav4y experience view are still comparatively recen . TalCanishi places

it around the beginiiing of this century. Although it is true that the

,
1,46

philosophical roots of the movement are still earlier "these were;the
,

t

years (1880-1914) when many social movements for children emerged, creating

new institutions and professions, whith today constitute the fields of hild

welfare, early childhood education, ch4d de41opment, pediatrics, public health

and social work" (Takanishi, 1978, p. 8-9).
53,55

According to Rothman these early ventures in cAilditare were drganized

and rum by the socially elite of the community.

Moral uplift was,..01.6mic to the venture, the ultimate

Ipurpos of he centers, was not merely to allow poor

women to earn incOme 1)44 to bring them and, their families

. under.the "right influence.", (p. 14).
(

It is clear in these early efforts that the motive was notein providing

children a legitimate servic but rathe/r providing the mothers an opportunity

to work and to insure the fu ure appropriateness of the child's development.
4 i

This view of the child as a potential resourte to be nutured was also reflected

in the other chil'welfare effolIs of that era - elimination of child labor,

development of a juvenile court system, establishment of institutions for a

children with speCial needs, and the adoption of.compulsorischool attendance

64
laws.
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The socially elite wePe soon replaced by the reformers of the progressive

N
era. These programs aimed for

comprehensive.child'service iticluding day care.
For a br$ef time, sone-of the well run settlement houses

actually sfiemetto come clqsatto realizing their

ambitions. Hull House in Chicago'and the University

Settlefrent in New York for a few years did proVide

a'wide range of service to the children of hard-working .

imiltIrant;..Butin pretty'short order, probably by the

outbre4of World War 1, and ertainly'by 1925, conditigns

in the day care centers deteriorated.
Inadequate personnel,

and custodial care, alonwith a rapid turnover in

'staff and cliental, characterized their operationsv

consistently they grew less popular, the number of licehsed

centers declining from 624 in 1916 to-MU 1925. Like

so many other social welfare institutions, thetedoyed

a brief spurt of seeming
excellance and Itien suffered a

55
prolonged lapse into mediocrity or worse (p. 10.

11

7 Rothman attributes a large part of this'decline WA-increased Warts
to keep mothers at home with. their children. As a result of this shift in,

social philosophy, children.who still.attended.child care programs quickly...)

1 became stigmatized as children of the."unw rthy poor." As this'ph4lotephical

ychange became more widespread, centers were viewed Increasingly as:less
,

4,...."-v

desirable places for,children, the childOen were ).4/iewed as less desired.playmates

and vacancies increased.
\

As the quality 'of care declined;%more vacan es were

created; as more vacanciei.occurred, flynding becaMo more

restricted, as funding declined the quality.of administration
. .

\

,

I.
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55
fell and the stigma,associated with day care centers incriased (p. 17).-

Child care'programs today must still cope with this.stigma.

Child care enjOyed a short-liv'ed revival-during the Great Depression

and during World War 11. But the closing of the centers with the end of

each period clearly showed the effort'to be directed at the employment atid

-train ng of women rather than the development of children.

othmanparks the late 1960'1 as the start of ihe'current day care

revival. The revival reflects the dreath 'Of many adults who saw "day care'.

\.,

as a very Liseful method for facilitating the,advancement of their own

careers without sarificing their children's welfare" (p. 22-23)."

As Takanishi
64

notes however,,progress in not always linear.

The historical record shows, that the movements
- -1.

*Glif the late.nineteenth and early twentieth

century has endowed us with a problematic

legacy. The reforms became our problems, problems'

whicti are themselVes subject of contemporary reform

effort To. 9.)

So today we find ourselves taking children out of the special institutions
.) 0

that. we 'Once thought.could meet' their special needs,Ilping adolescents

gain access to occupational Ates we.konce enacted child labor laws to

protect them from, shielding them from standardized labeling that

a reaction 'to subjective evaluatilons, 4nd reducin§'the discretion of the

Suvenile coUrt system:that was once intended to slparate children from

adults and adult institutions64. C, )

And wt find ourselves asking.if the investment in chillcare'services

really benefits ahyone. Although the issue is real, the que,tion'is incorrectly
.

Stated. It should be directed not at the service but at the foundations for

ts Services:

r
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PROBLEMS WITH THE PRESENT BASES FOR DAY CARE StRVICES

Staed blUntly, the problem with childcare is that its foundetions,tre
,

(crumbling. 'As mgntioned ,above, these foUndations nunter two. The\first

is the trong early experiences viim and the second is the provision of.'
I

service to adults that necessiteti$ the provision of childcare to children..

The strong early exlierience proponent needs tolemonstrate 'that these

early years are disproportionately more important. The pc:116y planner )

needs to demonstrate a return op his investMent in ^child care services: He

needs to show tilat in some ways children who have 4Crtictpated in 'early child '

care programs are subsequently setter' off developmentall,c, than non-participants.

Increasingly research is providing little comfort td either the early experience

advocate or ihe'policY Planner. For these individuals, the crucial issue is the_

long term.consequence of early development experiences. If, they can aemonstrate

correlations between early and.Tater developmental periods and if further they
est

can show that children haying early intervention experiences are,at some later

time,:-!significantly differient than initially comparable:Children not having,such.

interv ntion then they have'a firm foun6tion for advocating quality early

io
.

ichil od programs. .

.
s

,

.?It is,important to emphasize that the crucial issue here is not whether
AOservices to young children' and their ilies have an impact, but rather the

,

relatiVe'permanece of,this impact. Thew, 1s no.question that these programs

have impact. The question is why/ihe impact seems to fade over time., This/
.

issue is crUcial for the strong e'arly experience advocate because it is the

heart of the hypotheSis that these early years are disproporfonately more. .

imPorta4Ar'rdefining the life cour4 than subsequent'life
experiences. It

it imirrtant for the'policy planner because as noted above, it heii tever,been

suffr1iiit-t9 justify eXpendities by claiming that, for instance, ,they will

make!)ne'l fourth year more rewirding.

.1

4,1

A
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The evidence concdrning the long term stability of early developmentl

events ia at best equivocal. Although mtich evidence has supported a strong

65early experience position, more recent ev1dence
10

has suggested that the

young child is more resilian't than once thought. Even Hunt
29

has come to

acknowledge that "such is the developmental plasticity in the human species

that infants cons1der-4d retarded 'during the first year of life fdr lack of2

reciprocal mothering can make up-it least a share of that loss 'during their

.second and third years" (O. 128).

The evidence itself falls into one of two categories. The first

concerns the reversibility of early developmental trauma. These Araumo,

Onditions have been defined in terms of biomedical events related to pegnanq9

labor and delivery.and tffe Iluality of early child rearing conA-tions.

A

For example, Sameroff58 in a recent review failed to find a consistent

associatiOn between early short tIrm trauft 'and subsequent developmental status.

He notes that the St. Louis (studies On anoxia found that although4hOxic
.

infants, when compared to non-anoxic controls,Aid poorl on newborn measures

and stillshowed deficits at age 3, they performed almost as well as non-anoxic

controls by age 7. Sameroff alsolailed to find stable relationships between

events related to pregnancy, prematurity, and delivery on subsequent developmental
b

status.

Sameroff believes that the

. upon the amount, intensity, and

longlerm significance of early experience depends

duration of subsequent experiences. ,Only when
.1

an early.experience initiates a cumulative sequence would one.expect long term

predictability.
,

Although initial work_On the ltmq term consequence.of early severe developmental
,,

. .
. .4 12 ,. 5 .trauma was extremely pessiiistic as to Outcome 622,,669 pil ow ups9, reinterpre-.

s

57
54

'tations of data, extensions of data gathering 94 newer data suggest a much more

optimistic piognosis, itadushin's33 it& of olderthild adoptions is particularly .
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,Older.children, classjfied as_"hard to place" by social serv4e ag4nc1es.'

are three years of age or older and have usually lived for a period Of time

with their biological parents or parent. Separationfromithe parents resUlts

from Oath, abandonn,ni, abuse, or neglect. Because these children are not-

readily adopivelan, ,ecause-the legal ties of the-child to the biolOgical-pai.ent"

,
are often not completely 'severed, they-may live in as many as four or five foster

homes before being'cleared-for adoption. The eaily lives of these children aie'
,often insecure, inconsistent, indeterminate, harsh and abusive.

/

Kadushin evaluated success,of placement for a group pf 91 children /51%
\

fema'q, '49% male) between five and twelve 34;;-of age Ili the time Of adoptive

placement jhe children's early histories are cilaracterixed by large families

(52% had".five or more siblings), sustan'dard housing, low income, poorly edabated

parents (only 2% .of the fathers completed high school), high parental conflia,.

physical neglect and emotional indifferehce.

The children expeilepted several changes of residente (average 2.3) before

adoptive placement and were in their middle teens at the time of follow up.

Success of placement was determined through separate semi-structured interyiews

with each adoptive parent. The focus of the interviews centered on the parehts'I

satisfactions with the adopti( h; the problems encountered, and the adaptat1ons5

they made. Two measures were obtained from the interviews. The first was a'

satisfaction-dissatisfaction rativderived-from the transcripts of theinterviews;

the second, a checklisi which provided an overall measure of satisfaction in the

adoption experience.

Drawing conclusiont from the composite of the two measures, Kadushih judged

181 of the

to explain
,

adoptions successful, 13%, unsuccessful,-and 9% mixed: In an attempt

the findings, Kadahin examine$ a number of possible factors:c,
/

11
,

I
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_Acceptance of.* 'adbptive child as a,member of the family and a lack
I.

'of self-consciousness oh the part ofthe parents concerning their

'adoptive status were the,two factors coxrelating positively`with outcomes

.Given the very high percentage of successful placeMents,, it is
,

,

reasonable to conclude 'that for most children the influence of their pre-

sent' environmentmore than offset the influence of their past environment.

,What is. particularly-significant abouf Kadushin's study is when the

'intervention began. The earliest-placement was at the age of five a time

most strong early expertence advocates'use as a-cut off pOint,.)i.e., the

time beyond which interventibn'should ftave limited impacts. It would be ,

wrong however to Conclude from research such as Kadushin's that these

early years are unimportant. Rather, they support a view similar to the

onAexprssed by Kagan and Klein34 in the diicussion.4 their work with

Guatemajyan Indian children. They conclude that:
or

These data do not indicate the impotence of early environMents but

rather the potency of the environMent in which the organismhis

funCtioning. There is no question that early ,experience seriously
r .

affects kittens; monkeys, and children. If the first environment

does not.permit the. full actuafilation bf psychologtcal competenties,

the child will function belOw hi's ability as long as he remains in

that context. But.if he is transferred to an envii-oment that pre-

sents greater Variety'ahd requ4res more accommodatios, he seems more

capabli of exploiting that.expeilence and.reliairfng the damage:wrought

bY the fcrst environMentithan some-theorists have implied. (p. 900).

The early intervention literature is another area evaluating the in-

fluence of early developmental t ma. Notwith"standing recent papers by

"0.2.
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Palmer. and Siegel45 and Seitz, Apfel, and'Efron60, most follow-up
4

sphdies5 have fouYI little evijencd for the long lastingeffects of
.

early intervention programs. These negative results have of course,

been,interpreted in a numb r of ways. Bronfenbrenner5 argrs that

permanen e will only be demonstrated when the family is given a more

significant role in the intervention process. Aense02.believps that

the deficits are primarily genetic in origin and thereforelot,sensi-

(

tive to environmental manipulation. Rohwer54 and E4ind14s15 each/

believe that the prime time for intervention is not te preschool but

Ther the elementary school years. Finally Ginsburg" finds the-.

deficit present in the'culture,.not the children.

Studies of longitudinal growth-and development provide still

another source of evidefte concerning the stability of early develop- =

mental characteristics. As hypothesized.by ClarkA. "if in early life

the basic characteristict óf the individual are firmly laid down as a

result of genetic and experiential factors in.combinatiOn and interaction,
f---

then one woutd expect a,hi.A.correlation between personality assessments

of the verY young child and those of the same individual when adult" (p. 1067).

Evidence from longitudinal studies does.not support such a hypothesis.

. The re4 study15 found virtually no correlation between adult behaviors

.with child behaviors-during the 0-3 and 3-6 age Pertods. :Significant pre-'

dictors of adult behaiiibrs did not appear until the 6-10 age period and then

Were, not only low in magnitude-bUt only present if the behavior, was'consistent.

. with culturally sanctioned sex role standardi. For Kagan and Moss, it was

41 the years of 6-10 and not the preschool and infancy years that were the
f `

.1?
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'critical periods. They conclude that the fit:st four years of contact'

_with the school and peer environments crystallize behavioral.tendencies

thatare maintained through young adulthood.

A* Mi0Farlane
42,43

summarizing results from the Berkeley longitudinal

studies noted that only.one third of the adult status predictions de-

rived from early childhood indicators proved'accurate. Approximately
4.41C"

50% turned out more stable and effective as adults than predicted, 20%

less so. In discussing the 20%.thac did less well than predicted, she

observed that:

here too th e. theoretical eXpectations were rudely jarred by the

adult status of a number of otir subjects who early.early had had

easy and confident-inducing lives. As children and adolescent$

they)were.free of severestrain, showed4hjgh abilities and talents,

excelled at academic work and were the lage orsuccess. One now

sees among them at age 30 a high proportion of brittle, discontented,

and puzzled adults whose high potentialities have not been%ctualized,

at least of noW.(42 P. 339)

It is again important to stress that these findings should,not be

interpreted as showit; that Ones earlY years are unimportant. Rather' they

-raise questidns-about tOe theoretical relevance of these early years for
)

determining the'cOurse of development and the justification of services to

young children. To argue that an event is necessary but not sufficient does

not make it any less necessary. In fact, I know ofpoyesearch at any other

- point of the life span that has'as consistently shown significant pre-post

test diffeences asiple early childhood 'education interventionlfterature.

.Pb

7I5V
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,Yet because of our'supportof an.increasingly questtnable view of

,

.

early development; we find ourrlves making excuses-for the failure

of a theory rather than advocating for the repeatedly justified suc-

cess of a program.

The coattailing of child care service onto-adult programs can be

Vistified
iflhe economic benefits-of such,awarrangement outweigh the

costs, if the economy can absorb the additional wbrkers, and if the

child care provided through the adult oriented programs is quality child

ca/e. Unfortunately these conditions are not, and apparently, have never

een present.
53

Husby
3

.

0
using a large computer simulation model attempted to determine

if the combined investment in child care and job training for welfare

mothers and in some instances their actual employment would be cheaper

' than simply 'maintaining families on public assistance. His conclusion fs

) clear; it would not.

Furthermore, if the Program includes child care of high quality the

additional costs of day care and training outweigh any savings that

are made in Welfare payments because of the families increased self-,

sufficiency
-.(30, p. 424)

-

Husby's concldsions would be modified if economic conditiOns result/

in an increase.in the number of limited skilled individuals in the labor

force: efortunately this,is unlikely to happen in-the foreseeable future:

In discussing his *findings, Husby cautions the reader that his simula-

tfon model was based on short term cost/benefit ratios. If one were to

project potential long term economic benefits through maternal employment
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or even eventual offsprillig employment than the model.clearly under-

estimates the benefits.

53
.Iloth Roby and Cohen and Zigler

11
argue that one of the main

stumbling blocks to the provisiorebf quality child care is the patch-

work funding pattern that is the consequence of coattailing child

procirams to adult programs. The control Of day care quality is placed
,

in agencies hot primarily committed to the welfare of children.

The Federal Government has over sixty different funding programs

for child care or Child development. Each, piece of Federal Legis-
.,

lation creating,this funding maze built a separate vertical deli-

very system. Each system has different goals, little horizontal

exchange of information between it and other programs a) different

category of eligible clientele, separate offices, different pro-

cedures and guidelines, and different geographic boundaeies de-

fining local committees for planning and service deltverY. Ini-

tially eaA piece of federal legislation was cre'ated to meet the

needs of a separate interest group and government bureaucracy . . .

ChVdren's needs were,secOndary for these program planners53' n 134)

In some ways it would be 61ce to lay all the blame on the federal ,

A
goveiliment To do so.however, would overlook the contribution that child

development and social service providers have made to this mess. The Ore-
'

sent pattern of service delivery is becoming increasinglY specialized and

insular at the very time it should be becoming more diversified, cooperative

and comprehensive.

Polier
47

traces our failure to develop comprehensive Service to our

social belief that "each family is responsible tor its.children (barring

'Olt! 16
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disaster) without the aid of public intervention" (p. 497-9). Prior,

to the Depression Of the 1930s, there were'virtually no child services'

directed at children in their own homes. Since then, there'remains a

"steady resistance to government aid to children beyond corporal or

physical protection* and to"any comprehensive planning to support the

development of childmn,within their own family" Tp 496i.

Both Knitzer37 and Lewis" belieVe that prov^iders of child services

inadvertently maintain the stigmatized image of child care that Cohen

and ZiglerII and Rothman
55

portray by their reluctance,to view-day care

as'a service to normal children and families-as well'as to those with

special needs. In effect, private providers of,child care services have (1,

simply duplicated the non-overlapping array of-specialized services.that

characterize government,programs: Certainly-this specializatfon and

differentiation must be acknowledged.as an attempt to be compatible with'

government funding patterns but I think it also reflects a view of our-

selves that equates increasing professionalism with increasing specializa-

tion. Now many universities, for instance offer graduate and undergr6duate

degrees in interdisciplinary programs in social work and child and .family

studies?-

Not only is the problem' one of increasing specialization but also one

of conflict between these various groups. As Baumrind2 notes there will

alwtys be a major philosophttal chasm botWeen those who advocate for

children's rights and 'those whp advocate for childrdn's welfare. Whereas

the former lobby for reduced interventiorby the state in the lives'of all

citizens, the latter favOr Obth the public and private sections intervening

to improve the well-being of all citizens.'
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Among,cbild-welfare advo tes, there are unnecessary aud counter

productive division 'nowhere more clearly reflected than in the issue

çOf child care need. Even the more conservative-estimates of the.cost

of providing fully. taffed and equipped child care facilities for all

preschoo) age child en runs into the billions. HoWever as Emlen16 con-

,

vincingly argues, much of this estimate is based on the assumption"that

child care centers are necessarily better for the child than the in-
)

formal. home care arrangements that are more common.

By assuming that informal child care arrangement,in family settings

as part_of,the need, when in reality they Are the nation's primary

nattir 10. regource for good daicare, the myth alleges need that does

a.

5

not exist and makes widely inflated estimates Pf consumer demand(16' n 24).

lthough the home care delivery system that Emlen and his colleagues

develo ed.in'the Portland, ,Oregon area may be less feasible in other loca-

tions, it is still It viable alternative for meeting,the.care needs.of

young children. .

52-A recent paper by Robins and Spiegelman draws a similar conclusion.

They fodised on the economic impacts of various models-of providing.care

services to young families. Tbey conclude that any form of direct subsidy

to care.providers may not be "an economically efficient way of allocating

\
resources toward the preferred choice of consumers. Indirect subsidy methods, :

,

such as a Voucher tcheme may be more effiCienelp. 73). It is clear from

the work of Emlen and Robins ind.Spiegilmaq that a diversity 6f service Modes

is,the,preferred bptiOn.

,

Issues such as home'or center care raise further issues. What tind of

Arainin9. is necessary.to provi.de quality child .care? ..Qan quality care tome

At.
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from within.the family or the community? ARothm n
55

for example, sees the

child care cen er movement as simply a future step in the tradition of
fl,

benevolence lowing from the top down, from child welfare or riedagogy to

the !tor and.their children. And as Knitzer37 has noted, their divisions

tend to reflect special interest.

The point,is that any commitme beyond rhetoric would involve

41Ikchallenges to special interest ups such as union, professionals

and hoards of trustees involved in child and youth care, and

challenges .to,the deep seated biases of broad segments of the

American people'. All of the source of resistance can mobilize

massive political and financial pressure,fOr maintaining the Status

.Quo
(37, p. 801)..

A NEW PERSPECTIVE

Ttiecentral thesis of this paper is that our traditional bases for,

providing early childhood services are not beyond quEitstion. In fact, there

are enough questions being asked that it is worth considering.ihe framework

fora new perspective on the justification of services for young children

and their families.

This new perspective is,based on a life span view of .early childhood.

From th,is perspective, early experience.is seen as a necessary but not suf-

ficient condition for full growth and development.' As such, arguments for
.

early services based on the longevity of their.impact are likely 'to find

themselves without empirical support. Further'since early benefits are not

permahent, a greater importance must b placed on the continuity of develop-

mental services. This new perspective sees these services as the legitimate

4
.
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.1
right of all young chilOen - not because of who they might become or

who elsevmight benefit, but because of who they are.

The belief that this new perspective is likeiy to. be Vederstood con:-

terns how public policy planners will come to interpret the phrase "necessary

but not sufficient." I fear it will be seen as a justification for the

funding of minimal service's which in term wiil come to be..seen aS 6ut9dial
(N

service.. Such.a c urse of events would indeed have grave con;OlUences for
.?

children and families and would represent a gross misunderstanding ,of the

position. Jerome Kagan's experience provides good illustration of this

potential problem. 61.
His research34 showed that young children may be less

adversely affected by negative early experiences than we-haVe come to believe.

In fact he suggests that the increasing develcipmental gap between children

of the privileged and non-privileged in our country may be as puch as reflec-
4

tion of our age-graded society as difference in their early years. Kagan

believed his.findings would be welcomed by researchers. ge)was wrong.

Here is what I think I have'ssaid, publicly and in print. One-the

environment of the infant ihfluentes the infant from the momept he's

born: No argument; everyone agrees. The dis'agreement is:''how re-

.,silient is that child to 'recovering lo§t function if the environment

shoul'd change? I say he it more resilient.than any of ui surmise.

, Now that statement does not:say that you wouldnot Worry about how

an infant'gets started, It .is not fair to conclude that'..bause a.

child has the capacity to develo0 that therefore we ShoulTgive,

children toxic experiences.in the first few years. '
(61 n 80)

0
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61 tWilliam Kessen provi4ps a verycconvincing explanation as to why

Kagan misjudged the reaction to his findirigs.

Kagan's report had lifted a great burden from the dOubters in

Washington. was saddened to jear of this for exactly,this

reason. The re-evaluation'of his data, his own re-evaluation

of his data, its, conflict with lots of other observations that

have been made, will not be appropriated and futly addressed,

'but somebody will leap to the implementation of this because
Al

it is convenient and cheap and fits with the prejudices of

the administration to take no social action. (61, p. 81)

Those who 9alue this ne l. perspective must be even mindful of its

potential for misinterpretatión.

To begin this new framework requires that we re-examine how we

fund services fir young children and their families, how we train in-
S

,

dividuals to. provide these services and how we coordinate thd prdv4sion

(4 these services.

As noted above, funding patterns.are, at best, patchwork. They re-.

flect add-ons to what ere essentially adult oriented programs ot they are

based on some special category of.need._ Efforts need to be made to change

5.

this pattern.

Funding'for service can no longer be based on what they might allow

adults to do but rather what they might allow children to do. Service-

delivery would nO4tinger be funded on a' particular category of child care

but rather on'the legitimate need of,all children.

To accompltsh this transition, two things need to happen., First social

service providers Must come to view chilIccare programs as a legitimate !wed

51
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6 I, 56of all children, all:fa leS. I.Flocerike Ruderr.aan s conclusions.

A
seem no less relevant today. First, "that the Avelopment of widely

Svailable, high quality child care services is handApped bY social

works failure to relate "day care to the normal child and normal famil,p,

(p. 339-40) and second

that.day care shodld be developed and formulated as a Child care'

program Wien supplementary care is needed. ,The emphasis should

be on the child's ability to adjust to and beneftit from'such a

Iprogram: The\family's economic or social circumstances should

'not b'e a part of the definition, of the service. Day care is

primarily a child care program, on all levels of so4lety-for

normal children and nOrmal famiTs.(56, p. 341)

If changetillxvic Orientation is the first prerequisite, then a

change in trafning orientation mist be the secbnd. The recent-history'

of training An both social service and child development has shown..them 4

to follow the increas.ingly specialized formats -of most academIc disciplines.

Try aslwe might we An academia haveyet to convince the world to align it-

selValong subject matter disciplines. Perhaps we ought to go to the mountain.

We need to develop combfhed programs In Social service and child and

family development. Gradpates of such programs would be able_to enter the

world with both a-knowledge of the needs of all children 'and families and the

skills necessary to meet those needS. This first step must be taken by the

Universities ind.c011eges.

. One of-the basic assumptions of a strong life span view is'that quality

ea0y developmental expeHences are a necessary but nOt sufficient condition

22
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for fulYdeyelopment. Translated kto practice,16is assuMption under,

(

scores the need for greater cooperation between families and service

providers and among service .providers. We know very little about such

cooperation. Perhaps this fact js some.indication of how far apart our

increasingly specialized foci have taken us':

What do we know about home/school continuity for instance clearly

supports Bronfenbrenner's 5 conclusion-that "without family involvement,

intervention'is likely to disappear once the intervention is discontinued"

(p. 470).

(/
Powell's

48, 49
analysis of parent-caregiver relationships in day care

settings found'the "highest frequency of parent-caregiver.exchange occurs

at -the transition point when parents leave and pick-up their Children at

tefiter" (p. 5). Telephme contacts were the next most frequent corn-,

munication made and parent conferences, always a, strong component Of prer-

school'programs, last (less than 25% of the parents had a scheduled conl-

ference'with center staff). When one considers the confusion at the

transition time, the fact that some parents never even leave their car, the

fatt,that at pick up most pirents are tired and:ea-ger to get home, and that
Am

111

because of staggered staffing patterns a particular child's caregiver is less

likely to b.9 present than durtng the middle of the dayo\!!:s a miracle that

any tommunication takes place at 'all. Where good parent-caregiver communica-

tion existed.it was more a function of informal friendship networks than4..4.

planned efforts.to enhance continuity. Powe1lIsconclusion is bleak.

If these reseaech findings'are used to construct ihe soCiil Woeld bf

day care children, the image which emerges is one of fragmentation and

23
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1,

discOntinuity: For many children it appears the boundaries of

the child care cen4 and the,famIli.ae sharply. defined and

'
, . c.;

narrow in intersection: Evidences'of system interdependency are

,

few. The world tis.a disconnected one, with the child's famify,

other children's families and'the day care center functioning as

independent, detached systems.(48' P 18/

We must devOte Ireater effOrt to finding ways of.improving the

quality'of cooperative effort between family and social service providers
v, I

and among social service provf ers. Not to w6rk cooperatively clearly

negates what good each of us d3es. individually.

In summary, this new perspective advocates a sfrong life span view of

early experience and an increased emphasis placed on the m4intenance of

early childhood gains throwgh increaed cooperatidn. Evidence does not

support the argument that quality early childhood .eXperience innoculateS

the child against subsequent\adverse conditions. -Nor does it Support the

argument that the provision Of child care will necessarily facilitate the
'1

training and re-entry of adults into thp labor market. In an era of in-

treasing accountability, we must adopt a more legitimate rationale to ad-

vocate for the needs of young children and their families.
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